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Several scholars familiar with Sextus Empiricus’ Pyrrhonism who have
attentively read his Against the Ethicists have gotten the impression that
something strange is going on in this book.1 For, at variance with the
‘official’ Pyrrhonian attitude of universal suspension of judgment, a num-
ber of passages of AM XI seem to ascribe to the Pyrrhonist both a type
of negative dogmatism and a form of realism, which together amount
to what may be called ‘moderate ethical realism’. The purpose of this
paper is to determine whether Sextus does embrace such a position in
AM XI.2

I will begin by examining Sextus’ treatment of the ethical part of phi-
losophy not only in AM XI but also in the ethical section of the third
book of the Outlines of Pyrrhonism (PH). This will allow us to identify
the type of ethical realism Sextus seems to espouse in AM XI. I will
then present the views of the scholars who have examined the skepticism
defended in this book, focusing on Richard Bett’s interpretation because
it is the most original, thorough, and controversial. Next, I will show that
the tension between negative dogmatism and agnostic skepticism in AM
XI is much stronger than Bett claims, and will discuss some problem-
atic implications of his interpretation. I will then argue at length that

1 Although Against the Ethicists is the fifth and last extant book of what we call
Adversus Dogmaticos (AD), scholars commonly refer to it as Adversus Mathematicos
(AM) XI. The reason AD I–V started to be designated as AM VII–XI is that, in our
manuscripts, it is attached to the six books of AM. To maintain consistency with the
other papers of the volume, Iwill adopt the conventional designationAM VII–XI. Finally,
let us note that the real title of AD was probably Pyrrhonian or Skeptical Commentaries
(Πυρρ=νεια/Σκεπτικ$ DΥπ�μν�ματα) (see Machuca , –).

2 When talking about the ‘Pyrrhonist’ or ‘Skeptic’ (with a capital ‘S’), I will be
specifically referring to the Pyrrhonist as depicted in Sextus’ surviving writings. I will not
be concernedwith the outlooks of earlier Pyrrhonists. Following Sextus, I use ‘Dogmatist’
to refer to anyone who makes positive or negative assertions about how things really are
on the basis of what he considers to be evidence and rational arguments.
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there is no real reason for affirming that Sextus embraces in that book
a form of ethical realism. Finally, I will sum up the main points of my
interpretation of the skepticism of AM XI.

I

What the Dogmatists call the “ethical” part of philosophy deals with
the distinction among good, bad, and indifferent things (PH III ,
AM XI ). These are not to be understood solely in the sense of what
is deemed to be good, bad, or indifferent from a moral standpoint, but
more generally in the sense of what is the object of a value judgment.
This is why Sextus discusses, e.g., the disagreement about whether life
and death are good or bad (PH III –). In keeping with the defi-
nition of Skepticism found at PH I , Sextus sets out oppositions among
ethical positions in order to see whether any one of them appears more
persuasive or credible than the others. In the Sextan texts, we find three
kinds of unresolved disagreements: (i) about the definitions of the good,
the bad, and the indifferent (PH III –, AM XI –), (ii) about
what things are to be called good, bad, or indifferent (PH III –,
AM XI –; see also PH I –), and (iii) about the existence
of anything good, bad, or indifferent. Although Sextus does not explic-
itly mention disagreement (iii), the parties to disagreements (i) and (ii)
believe that there exist things which are good, bad, or indifferent, whereas
he expounds arguments that deny that anything is good, bad, or indif-
ferent.3 Now, we should not assume that Sextus himself endorses these
negative arguments, for his purpose is rather to advance negative argu-
ments in order to counterbalance the positive arguments put forward
by his dogmatic rivals, thereby inducing suspension of judgment. This
is the picture we get from the ethical section of PH III, since although
Sextus expounds several arguments against there being anything good,
bad, or indifferent by nature (PH III –), he makes it clear that he
is merely reporting arguments which he does not endorse. Indeed, after
presenting the disagreement about the definitions of the good, the bad,
and the indifferent, and before expounding the negative arguments, he
observes:

3 It should be noted that Sextus does not always include the indifferent in his
discussion.
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It is plain, therefore, that they [sc. the Dogmatists] did not put us on
to the notion of each of the aforementioned things. But they have not
experienced anything unlikely, since they err in things which are perhaps
nonexistent (�ν �νυπ�στ�τ�ις τ��α πρ�γμασι). For that nothing is good,
bad, or indifferent by nature some (τιν&ς) conclude as follows.4

(PH III )

The first point to note is that Sextus ascribes the negative arguments
he is about to lay out to some anonymous people. Most of the time he
employs the pronoun τιν&ς (as he also does with *νι�ι) to refer to people
who do not seem to be Skeptics.5 In some of the passages in which he
makes use of τιν&ς, this pronoun refers to individuals who put forward
arguments leading to negative conclusions regarding the matters under
consideration, and it seems clear that thesepeople cannot be Pyrrhonists.
The reason is that, in the course of his discussionof someof thosematters
and others, Sextus sometimes explicitly warns us that the Pyrrhonists
subscribe to neither side of the dispute and suspend judgment.6 On the
other hand, even if in some of the passages in question the individuals
referred to by τιν&ς are indeed Pyrrhonists, Sextus’ warnings indicate
that the arguments they put forward are dialectical and, hence, that the
Pyrrhonists are not committed to their conclusions.7 Or, at the very least,
they indicate that, unlike some of his fellow Pyrrhonists, Sextus himself
makes a merely dialectical use of those negative arguments.8 Be that

4 Translations from the Greek are my own, but I have consulted Annas and Barnes
(), Bett (, ), Bury (–), Mates (), and Spinelli ().

5 E.g., PH I , , , , , II , III , , , , , , , , , ,
, , ; AMVII , , VIII , , , , , , , IX , , XI , .
Two clear exceptions are PH I  and . A couple of times (PH I , ) Sextus uses
the expression τιν�ς τ�ν σκεπτικ�ν to talk about the Skeptics (cf. Ioppolo , ).

6 E.g., PH III , , , , –; AM VIII , IX , –.
7 I use ‘dialectical argument’ to designate any argument used by the Pyrrhonistmerely

for polemical purposes, i.e., not because he endorses it, but only because it allows him to
shake the Dogmatists’ confidence in the correctness of their positions. An ad hominem
argument is a type of dialectical argument, namely, an argument whose premises are
accepted only by the Dogmatists against whom the Pyrrhonist is arguing, so that the
unwelcome conclusions that follow from those premises impose themselves only upon
the Dogmatists. But a dialectical argument may also refer either to an argument of a
dogmatic school used by the Pyrrhonist to oppose an argument of another dogmatic
school, or to an argument constructed by the Pyrrhonist himself with the sole aim of
opposing an argument advanced by a given Dogmatist. In neither case is the Dogmatist
addressed by the argument compelled to accept its conclusion, but the Pyrrhonist’s sole
purpose is to set out an opposition between arguments in order to show their apparent
equal force or equipollence (%σ�σ�&νεια).

8 Fernanda Decleva Caizzi (,  n. ) claims that, in passages such as AM
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as it may, in the present case, it is plain that he does not endorse the
conclusions of the negative arguments he is about to expound since he
uses the adverb τ��α, which expresses the Pyrrhonist’s suspension of
judgment (seePH I –). Sextus thusmakes it clear that he suspends
judgment about whether there exists anything good, bad, or indifferent
by nature. The same suspensive attitude is clearly expressed in another
key passage of PH III:

The Skeptic, then, seeing such anomaly among things, suspends judgment
about whether anything is by nature good or bad or, in general, to be done
or not to be done, here too abstaining from dogmatic rashness; and he
follows without opinions (�δ���στως) the observance of everyday life.

(PH III )

Besides explicitly saying that the Pyrrhonist suspends his judgment about
whether anything is by nature good or bad, Sextus talks about the obser-
vance of everyday life.This refers to the various ways things appear to the
Skeptic, τ �αιν,μεν�ν being his criterion of action (PH I –). The
use of the term �δ���στως precisely indicates that the Skeptic refrains
frommaking assertions aboutwhat things are really like, contenting him-
self instead with reporting how they appear to him.9 Similarly, Sextus
concludes his exposition of the TenthMode of Aenesidemus, which espe-
cially bears on ethics, by observing that wemust suspend judgment about
the nature of things, limiting ourselves instead to saying how they appear
(PH I ).

At AM XI –, we find four arguments that purport to show that
nothing is by nature good or bad, which with some differences parallel
those found in PH III. But in AM XI Sextus does not make a remark
similar to the one made at PH III . Rather, at AM XI  he seems
to ascribe to the Skeptics the arguments expounded at AM XI –
when he says that “it will next be necessary to apply oneself to the
things said by the Skeptics about the matter under discussion.” Also, at
AM XI  Sextus observes: “We have, then, sufficiently inquired into
nothing being good or bad by nature,” which could be interpreted in
the sense that he has proven the nonexistence of anything good or bad

VIII  and , τιν&ς refers to Skeptics who adopted a particular position within the
Skeptical school. She also mentions PH III , but nothing in this passage indicates that
τιν&ς could possibly refer to Skeptics.

9 For the term �δ���στως, see also PH I , ; II , , , ; III , .
For the sense of this word, see Barnes (), n.  and Fine (), n. .
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by nature. It is important to bear in mind, however, that the fact that
a Skeptic expounds negative arguments in his investigation is not by
itself problematic. For, in order to attain a state of equipollence, he
may use both negative arguments propounded by Dogmatists and neg-
ative arguments which he himself has thought of in order to counter
positive dogmatic arguments. In several passages in his extant corpus,
Sextus explicitly cautions us that, when he puts forward arguments
yielding negative conclusions, his intention is not to induce us to give
our assent to them. Rather, his intention is to show that such argu-
ments appear to be equal in force to their rivals, so we will have to
suspend judgment about the truth of the theses that those conflicting
arguments purport to establish.10 The fact that some of those passages
belong to the other four extant books of Adversus Dogmaticos in princi-
ple licenses us to apply the same caveat to AM XI.11 If so, we can argue
that, given the predominance among philosophers andnon-philosophers
alike of the belief that things are by nature good or bad, Sextus only
needs to focus on advancing arguments to the effect that nothing is by
nature good or bad in order to counterbalance that belief and induce
the Dogmatists to suspend judgment.12 This kind of procedure is explic-
itly described by Sextus at AM VII  as that followed by the Pyrrhon-
ist.

It is also possible that at least some of the negative arguments found
in AM XI are ad hominem. The first of these arguments (AM XI –),
which is the main argument to the effect that nothing is by nature good
or bad, uses as one of its premises the following principle: if x is by nature
F, then x must be F for, or in relation to, everyone and not merely for, or
in relation to, some people:

If, then, there exists anything by nature good and if there exists anything by
nature bad, this ought to be common to everyone and be good or bad for
everyone (κ�ιν ν ε+ναι π�ντων κα� πcσιν :π�ρ�ειν �γα� ν 4 κακ,ν).
For just as fire, being by nature warming, warms everyone but does not
warm some and chills others, and in the same way as snow which chills by

10 See PH II , ; AM VII –, VIII –, –. Cf. PH II , ,
, III , , , –; AM VIII , –, IX –.

11 For the hypothesis that the five books of Adversus Dogmaticos are the extant parts
of a larger work, see Janáček (); also Blomqvist () andMachuca (a), –.

12 Cf. McPherran (),  n. , and (), , –; Hankinson (), ,
and (), . Cf. also Spinelli (), –, who nonetheless elsewhere (, )
seems to think that Sextus does deny ethical realism.
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nature does not chill somebutwarms others, but chills all alike, so toowhat
is by nature good ought to be good for everyone and not good for some but
not good for others. ( . . . ) So that if there exists anything by nature good,
this is good in relation to everyone (πρ ς gπαντας), and if there exists
anything by nature bad, this is bad in relation to everyone. But nothing
good or bad is common to everyone, as we will establish; therefore, there
exists nothing by nature good or bad. (AM XI , )

With variants, the absolutist principle in question (hereafter Π) is also
found in the argument at AM XI – and in most of the negative
arguments expounded in PH III: if x is by nature F, everyone would
regard x as F, or everyone would be equally disposed towards x, or
x would move everyone in the same way, i.e., would have the same
effect on everyone (see also AM I ).13 Now, it is probable that this
principle, which plays an important part in the ancient Pyrrhonian
argumentation,14 is used because it is endorsed by the Skeptic’s dogmatic
rivals.15 Indeed, we find versions of Π in, e.g., Aristotle (Nicomachean
Ethics b–a), in Polystratus (On Irrational Contempt , –
, ), and in Galen (On the Doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato ..,
..); andDiogenes Laertius ascribes a similar idea to the Stoics (DLVII
). It may be argued, however, that at the end of the quoted passage
Sextus says that the fact that nothing good or bad is common to all is
something that he himself will establish (παραστ�σ�μεν). But this is not
really problematic, since many times he does express himself this way

13 For the purpose of the present paper, the differences and relations among these
variants are not important. For some discussion of this, see Svavarsson (), –.

14 Scholars have referred to this principle when discussing the skeptical outlooks of
Pyrrho, Aenesidemus, and Sextus: Striker in her essay on the Ten Modes (b, ,
–, –); Woodruff in his study of Aenesidemus’ Pyrrhonism (, –)
and in his discussion of the Ten Modes (, –); Hankinson in his analysis of
Sextus’ attack on the notion of causality (, ) and on the ethical part of philosophy
(, –; , –), as well as in his exposition of the Ten Modes (, )
and of Aenesidemus’ skepticism (, ); Svavarsson (, –) in his analysis
of Pyrrho’s thought; Polito (, –) and Schofield (, –) in their studies
of Aenesidemus’ so-called Heracliteanism.

15 Cf.McPherran (), –; Svavarsson (),  n. , (), , , ,
, , (), ,  n. . Cf. also Decleva Caizzi (), –, who nonetheless,
focusing her analysis on the claim that “fire warms by nature” (AM XI , AM I ),
prefers to interpret the notion of �7σις so as to make it compatible with the Skeptical
stance. In her view, that notion merely refers to a phenomenological uniformity (,
–). It is however plain that, when Sextus talks about x being F �7σει, he is referring
to what x is really like and not merely to the way it appears.
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when arguing dialectically.16 Moreover, in three other passages fromAM
XI (, , and ), he uses the same verb and the argumentation also
seems to be dialectical.

In addition, there are two passages fromAM XI itself thatmake it clear
that principleΠ is held by at least some Dogmatists. The first is found at
AM XI –, where Sextus reports the third-century bc Stoic Aristo of
Chios’ rejection of the Stoic doctrine which draws a distinction within
the class of the indifferent things. According to Aristo, it is not the case
that

some of the [indifferent things] are preferred and some dispreferred by
nature, but [only] in virtue of the different circumstances of the [various]
occasions, [so that] neither do so-called preferred things turn out to
be at all times (π�ντως) preferred, nor are so-called dispreferred things
necessarily dispreferred. (AM XI )

Hence, “in the things between virtue and vice there is no natural prece-
dence of some over the others, but rather [a precedence] according to the
circumstances” (AM XI ). Sextus thus ascribes principle Π to a Dog-
matist who uses it to attack a given doctrine. It is worth noting that the
same argument against the Stoic doctrine of the indifferents is ascribed to
τιν&ς at PH III , which may be taken as partial confirmation that the
anonymous people who in PH III endorse principleΠ are non-Skeptics.

As for the second passage, after observing that what is by nature good
or bad is common to all and using the warming action of fire to illustrate
this point, Sextus remarks that Plato argued from similar cases in trying
to establish that god is by nature good (AM XI ; cf. Republic I d,
II b). Here again Sextus explicitly attributes the absolutist principle
Π to a Dogmatist.

It is finally worth noting that Sextus employs principleΠ in the course
of his exposition of one of the arguments directed against the existence
of a cause at AM IX –. He points out that, if a cause by nature
produces an effect by itself and by its ownpower, itmust produce it always
and not only sometimes, since it possesses its own nature continuously
(AM IX ). In the case of fire, given that it burns some things and
not others, “it does not burn by itself and using its own nature” (AM
IX , cf. AM VIII –). In this passage,Π is formulated in terms
of causality: if an object possesses by nature a property that produces a

16 See, e.g., PH II , III , , ; AM VII , , , VIII , , , IX ,
, , , , , , , X ; AM I , , II , , , III , , VI , .
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given effect, then it must produce the same effect always, independently
of the circumstances. At AM XI  and at PH III  and , the
principle is formulated in very similar terms. In general, in the arguments
that use Π, the notion of �7σις takes on a causal sense.17 Now, it is
clear that in the passage of AM IX under consideration Sextus is arguing
dialectically, and for two reasons. First, at AM IX  he points out that
“among those who inquired about [the general conception of cause],
some declared that a cause of something exists, some that it does not
exist, and some that it is no more existent than nonexistent.” The third
outlook is the one adopted by the Skeptics. Second, after expounding at
AM IX – the arguments in favor of the existence of a cause, Sextus
observes that he will consider “the arguments of the Aporetics, for these
will appear both equipollent to those expounded [by theDogmatists] and
not differing from them as regards persuasion (πει��9ς)” (AM IX ).
These two points make it clear that Sextus’ intention is not to prove the
nonexistence of causes, but to show that the arguments pro and contra
their existence appear equipollent or equally persuasive. Therefore, the
negative argument expounded at AM IX – is used by Sextus with
the sole aim of counterbalancing the widespread belief in the existence
of causes. This proves that the absolutist principleΠ used at AM IX 
and  is not endorsed by Sextus. Now, if in the third book of Adversus
Dogmaticos he does not adhere to Π, but only uses it because it permits
him to construct a negative argument to counter an argument in favor of
the existence of a cause, then one can reasonably infer that neither does
he adhere toΠ in the fifth book of the samework. If this is so, then Sextus
does not embrace the conclusion of the negative ethical arguments which
make use of that principle.

In sum, it seems that the Skeptic’s use of principleΠ, and hence of the
arguments based upon it, should be consideredadhominem or dialectical
in general.That is to say, Sextus seems to use that principle either because
it is accepted by at least some of his dogmatic rivals or, when this is not
the case, because it allows him to construct negative arguments which
appear as persuasive as the positive arguments he is examining, thereby
attaining a state of equipollence.

There are, however, passages from AM XI in which Sextus seems to
adopt in propria persona the view that nothing is by nature good or bad.

17 See Hankinson (), , (), , and (), . Cf. Svavarsson (), ,
.
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The first passage to be considered is found at AM XI , where Sextus
presents three alternatives: either everything anyone deems to be good
or bad is such by nature, or only a certain one of the things deemed good
is good and a certain one of the things deemed bad is bad, or these things
depend on their

being somehow in relation to something (�ν τQ� πρ,ς τ� πως *�ειν), and
in relation to this person this thing is to be chosen or to be avoided, but in
relation to the nature of things it is neither to be chosen nor to be avoided,
but at one time to be chosen and at another to be avoided.

In talking about what is to be chosen or avoided, Sextus refers to what is
to be regarded as good or bad. Now, we appear to obtain confirmation of
the Skeptic’s adoption of the third view from the fact that, after referring
to the first two, Sextus points out that the third view is the onewhich leads
to undisturbedness (�ταρα��α) and happiness (ε6δαιμ�ν�α), which are
the states the Skeptic purports to have attained:

If someone were to say that nothing is by nature more to be chosen
than to be avoided, or more to be avoided than to be chosen (since each
thing which occurs is somehow in relation to something and, according
to differing times and circumstances, turns out (κα�εστ�τ�ς) at one
time to be chosen and at another to be avoided), he will live happily
and undisturbedly. ( . . . ) This will be at his disposal from his holding the
opinion that nothing is by nature good or bad (τ�9τ� μ�ν α6τQ� παρ&σται
�κ τ�9 μηδ�ν �7σει �γα� ν 4 κακ ν δ���3ειν). Hence, it is not possible
to live happily if one supposes that some things are by nature good or bad.

(AM XI )

According to this passage, the Skeptic seems to hold three opinionswhich
are at variance with a thoroughgoing �π���: (i) nothing is by nature (i.e.,
invariably) good or bad (cf. AM XI , , ), (ii) something can be
deemed to be goodor bad only in relation to certain variables, i.e., relative
to particular moments and circumstances, and (iii) the attainment of
�ταρα��α and ε6δαιμ�ν�α is possible thanks to the holding of (i) and
(ii) (cf. AM XI , ). If the Skeptic of AM XI does hold opinions
(i) and (ii), then he embraces a type of ethical realism which rejects
ethical absolutism but accepts that objects, actions, or states may be
objectively good or bad depending on the context or the circumstances.
That is to say, the form of realism in question rejects the absolutist view
according to which that which is good or bad is such always, without
exception, or regardless of the circumstances. But it accepts the weaker
view according to which something can be deemed to be objectively
good or bad only in relation to a particular context or situation. For
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instance, in a given circumstance, only one action is really right or wrong
and anyone reasoning correctly and with all the relevant information
would judge, regardless of his society or culture, that the action is such.
I call this view, sometimes referred to as ‘situational’ ethics, ‘moderate
ethical realism’. Now, if in AM XI Sextus does adopt such a metaethical
position, then in that book he cannot be considered a ‘skeptic’ either in
the official Pyrrhonian sense—because he does not suspend judgment
about the truth of ethical absolutism and moderate ethical realism—or
in the usual modern sense—because he does not endorse ethical anti-
realism, i.e., does not deny the existence of objective moral properties or
facts.18

Before concluding this presentation of the position Sextus seems to
adopt in AM XI, it is worth noting that there is another possible transla-
tion of the penultimate sentence ofAM XI . Emidio Spinelli translates
it with the sense that the Skeptic will have a happy and undisturbed life
because of not holding the opinion that anything is by nature good or
bad.19 This translation has of course the advantage that the sentence may
be read in the sense that the Skeptic suspends judgment about anything’s
being good or bad by nature. However, it may also be read in the sense
that the Skeptic denies that anything is good or bad by nature. For the
proposition “S does not hold the opinion that x is by nature F” is com-
patible with both “S suspends judgment about whether x is by nature F”
and “S denies that x is by nature F.” For instance, the reason for my say-
ing “I do not hold the opinion that abortion is by nature bad” may be
either my ignorance about whether it is by nature bad or my belief that it
is not by nature bad. Now, the second reading of the sentence in question
is compatible with my translation and is to be preferred because it is in
agreement with the claimmade in the first sentence of the quoted passage
to the effect that nothing is by nature (i.e., invariably) more to be chosen
than to be avoided and vice versa, which seems to be a clear denial of
ethical absolutism. In addition, there are other passages in which Sextus
seems to assert in propria persona that nothing is by nature good or bad

18 Ethical anti-realism is the position typically embraced by contemporary ethical
skeptics. Varieties of this position are John Mackie’s moral error theory (Mackie ),
Ian Hinckfuss’ moral nihilism (Hinckfuss ), Richard Joyce’s and Mark Kalderon’s
versions of moral fictionalism (Joyce , Kalderon ), John Burgess’ ‘anethicism’
(Burgess ), and Richard Garner’s moral abolitionism (Garner ).

19 “Ciò è in suo potere in virtù del fatto che non opina esser qualcosa per natura bene
o male” (, ). Cf. Hankinson (), – and Bett (), .
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(AM XI , ), that good and bad things do not exist (AM XI ),
and that it is the belief that nothing is by nature good or bad whichmakes
it possible to attain undisturbedness and happiness (AM XI ).

II

The specialists who have noticed the problems posed by AM XI have
basically adopted either of two views. Some have maintained that, in
the end, it is possible to reconcile the type of skepticism expounded in
AM XI with the Pyrrhonism defended in PH.20 Others, by contrast, have
argued that the skeptical stance of AM XI is problematic because it is
incompatible with the official Pyrrhonian attitude expounded in PH.21
Richard Bett has rejected both interpretations because the skepticism of
AM XI does differ from that defended in PH, but there is no reason why
it should not. He maintains thatAM XI preserves a version of skepticism
which predates the version found in PH and is consistent in its own
terms. More precisely, Bett claims that AM XI is composed of two parts
deriving from distinct sources corresponding to different phases of the
Pyrrhonian tradition: part A comprises paragraphs – and part B
paragraphs – (Bett , xii–xiii). It is part A which differs from
what we find in most of Sextus’ extant corpus and which corresponds
to the variety of skepticism which our sources ascribe to Aenesidemus.22
This is whyAM XI is, more than any other Sextan book, “a relic of a phase
in the history of Pyrrhonism far earlier than Sextus himself ” (Bett ,
xxxii).

20 McPherran (), Annas (, ), Hankinson (), Nussbaum (),
Laursen (), and Svavarsson (). Spinelli () does not find any problems with
the skepticism of AM XI.

21 Annas and Barnes () and Striker (b, c).
22 Bett contends that the skepticism found particularly in part A is in agreement

with the skeptical stance found in two other ancient sources, namely, the summary
of Aenesidemus’ Pyrrhonian Discourses provided by Photius in his Library (b–
b) and Diogenes’ account of Pyrrhonism (Bett , xix–xxii, –; , xxi–
xxii). Although Woodruff () proposes a reading very similar to Bett’s, he does not
mention any correspondence between Photius’ summary and AM XI (see Bett , 
n. ; , xx n. ). However, the relationship between the ethical skepticism of AM
XI and Aenesidemus’ skeptical outlook had already been suggested by Annas and Barnes
(, ). Cf. also Spinelli (), –, . I should note that, in the present paper,
I am not concerned with Aenesidemus’ own form of skepticism or with its connection
with the skepticism of AM XI.
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According to Bett, the key difference between part A of AM XI and
the ethical section of PH III consists in that, in the former, from (i) the
mere disagreement about the good and the bad, and (ii) the requirement
that for something to be by nature good or bad, it must be good or bad
for everyone or in all circumstances, it is concluded that (iii) nothing is
by nature good or bad, and that (iv) what is one or the other is always
relative to people or circumstances. On the basis of the passages I have
examined in the previous section, Bett affirms that the Skeptic of AM XI
accepts conclusions (iii) and (iv) (, xiv). He calls requirement (ii)
(which corresponds to our principle Π) the “Universality Requirement”
or “Invariability Condition”, and explains it as follows:

[A]n object is by nature F only if it is F invariably or without qualification.
Thus an object which is F only sometimes, or for some people, is thereby
not by nature F.23 (, ; cf. , xiv)

Given this condition, the propositions that affirm that something is good
or bad relative to certain persons or circumstances cannot be deemed to
be assertions about the nature of things (, xiv). Bett also holds that, in
AM XI, Sextus uses as synonyms the expressions �7σει, τα/ς �λη�ε�αις,
Lντως, and τQ� Lντι,24 so that

in order for something to qualify as in reality good or bad . . . it must
be good or bad intrinsically (and hence, again, invariably). Thus the rel-
ativized assertions mentioned above not only fall outside the category of
assertions about the nature of things; they also fall outside the category of
assertions about how things really are.

(, xv; cf. , –, –)

Concerning the relationship between parts A and B, Bett infers that they
derive from different sources on the basis of several facts, among which
are: (i) the issues addressed in the two parts have little in common; (ii)
there are no cross-references between them, with the only exception of
AM XI , which could in any case be deemed a later addition by Sextus;
(iii) the two parts are connected clumsily; and (iv) the two parts employ
different types of arguments (, xii–xiii). For instance, part B employs

23 Roberto Polito thinks that Aenesidemus adheres to what Bett calls the “Universal-
ity Requirement” or “Invariability Condition” (see Polito , –, –, ). Polito
even speaks of the “universality requirement” (, ) and the “requirements of agree-
ment and invariability” (, ), but surprisingly makes no reference to Bett. Svavarsson
(, –), by contrast, claims that Aenesidemus’ use of principle Π is dialectical.

24 Cf. Svavarsson (),  n. .
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arguments which correspond to some of the so-called Five Modes of
Agrippa: atAM XI –,  and , we find arguments that present
the disagreements as unresolvable, and at AM XI  Sextus says that,
regarding the notion of καταληπτικ� �αντασ�α, the Stoics fall into the
reciprocal mode (even though he does not use this technical expression).
It is therefore plausible that the source for part B belongs to a later phase
of the Pyrrhonian tradition (, xxiii).25

Bett also supports his interpretation of the skepticism of AM XI with
an analysis of the terminology employed in its two parts, A and B.
First, the notion of %σ�σ�&νεια is absent and the expression �νεπ�κριτ�ς
δια�ων�α only occurs in part B (AM XI  and ). Second, the
expressions μ� μcλλ�ν and �6 μcλλ�ν used at AM XI  and ,
respectively, do not express suspension of judgment but relativity: x is no
more F than G because it is each one of them in specific circumstances.
Third, Bett claims that one of the facts which support the view that AM
VII–XI in general is earlier than PH is that the former gives a stronger
impression of negative dogmatism than the latter.26 For instance, the
use in AM VII–XI of the verb �ναιρε/ν (do away with) to refer to the
Skeptic’s attitude towards the existence of certain things has no parallel
in PH, but is found in several passages in Diogenes (DL IX , , –
) and is in agreement with Aenesidemus’ type of skepticism (,
xxix; , xxii, xxiv). Bett recognizes, however, that in several passages
of AM VII–X Sextus points out that the arguments he has put forward
lead to suspension of judgment, so it is reasonable to suppose that, in
AM VII–X, he expounds negative arguments in order to counterbalance
the positive arguments advanced by the Dogmatists (, xxix). This
is why Bett thinks that the adaptation of arguments of an Aenesideman
origin to a later variety of Pyrrhonismwould have been conducted more
ineptly in AM VII–X than in PH (, xxx; cf. , xxiii–xxiv). This
said, it should be noted that he maintains that PH III contains elements
of the earlier brand of skepticism which Sextus does not successfully

25 It is worth noting that Bett () argues that Sextus’ use in AM of negative
arguments against the usefulness and the existence of the μα��ματα or liberal arts cannot
be entirely accounted for by the Pyrrhonian practice of opposing positive and negative
arguments in order to induce suspension of judgment. Rather, those arguments derive
from a skeptical source which defends the same version of Pyrrhonism as the source for
the negative arguments expounded in AM XI.

26 Bett claims that PH III is the revised and improved version of AM XI (Bett ,
xi, xxiv–xxviii, –, –), and reaches the same conclusion regarding the
relationship between PH II and AM VII–VIII (Bett , xxiv–xxx).
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integrate to his ownPyrrhonian outlook.This is the reasonwhy that book
shows confusion and inconsistency (, –, –; , –
).27

III

Nowadays, students of Sextus are well aware of the fact that, in his extant
corpus, different varieties of skepticism seem to coexist.28 As Jonathan
Barnes rightly observes, “A subtle reader can always, or almost always,
explain away the anomalies which appear on the surface of most texts;
but there is such a vice as oversubtlety, and it is a vice to which clever
scholars are by temperament inclined” (, xv). Bearing this in mind,
I still think it possible to partially mitigate the dogmatic look of AM XI
without succumbing to such a vice or to an excessive use of the principle
of charity.

I will begin my discussion by quoting a passage from what Bett calls
part A of AM XI, in which Sextus seems to adopt an outlook similar to
the one he defends in PH. Havingmentioned theDogmatists’ affirmation
that believing in the existence of something that is by nature good or bad
makes it possible to attain happiness (AM XI ), Sextus tells us:

The Skeptics (�( �π τ!ς σκ&ψεως), neither affirming nor denying any-
thing in vain (μηδ�ν ε%κO! τι�&ντες 4 �ναιρ�9ντες), [but] subjecting all
things to inquiry (τ�ν σκ&ψιν), teach that for those who suppose some-
thing good or bad by nature there follows an unhappy life, whereas for
those who make no determinations (��ριστ�9σι) and suspend judgment
(�π&��υσι) “the easiest life is for humans” [Odyssey IV ].

(AM XI )

We find here some key terms that Sextus usually employs when explain-
ing the distinctive features of Pyrrhonism: the noun σκ&ψις and the verbs
�π&�ειν, ��ριστε/ν, τι�&ναι, and �ναιρε/ν. At first glance, the very use of
this terminology seems to indicate that the Pyrrhonism of AM XI does
not differ from that of PH. However, the situation is more complex and
requires a detailed analysis of the passage, beginning with the term σκ&-
ψις.

27 For Bett’s interpretation of the peculiar form of skepticism of AM XI, see, besides
Bett (), Bett (), (), ch. , (), xx–xxiv, (), –, –, and
(b).

28 For a presentation of the distinct forms of skepticism detectable in the Sextan
corpus, see Machuca (a), sect. .
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At PH I , σκ&ψις is defined as an ability to set out oppositions among
things which appear and things which are thought of, one of whose
results is suspension of judgment. Hence, �π��� is intimately bound
up with σκ&ψις. The same connection is found in the quoted passage,
since �( �π τ!ς σκ&ψεως are those who, unlike the Dogmatists, inquire
into everything and suspend judgment. One may therefore conclude
that, at AM XI , Sextus is referring to those who possess the same
ability explained at PH I . Note, in this respect, that at AM XI  the
Skeptics are referred to with the expression �( ��εκτικ��, i.e., “those who
suspend judgment.” Note also that inAM XI Sextus speaks of suspension
of judgment about all things (AM XI ), and refers to the Skeptic as
the person who suspends judgment about everything (AM XI , )
or about all matters concerning opinion (AM XI ),29 which would in
principle invalidate any ascription of negative metaethical claims to the
Skeptic himself. And this is so even though, as Bett claims (b, ),
there is no mention of suspension of judgment specifically in relation
to the existence of anything good or bad by nature. At AM XI ,
however, Sextus says that the teaching that nothing is by nature good
or bad is one peculiar to Skepticism, a claim that is at variance with a
thoroughgoing �π���. In addition, we saw that in some passages of AM
XI he remarks that the states of �ταρα��α and ε6δαιμ�ν�α are attained
thanks to the belief that nothing is by nature good or bad. But at AM
XI  it is the adoption of �π���whichmakes it possible for the Skeptic
to lead the easiest life. In general, inAM XI there is a tension between the
way in which the Skeptic is supposed to attain those two states. Besides
AM XI , in other passages we are told that only those who suspend
judgment about everything are able to live undisturbed and happy (AM
XI , , cf.  and ).

In sum,AMXI presents two interrelated tensions. First, the Pyrrhonist
suspends judgment about all things, but he also seems to hold the belief
that nothing is by nature good or bad. Second, the attainment of �ταρα-
��α and ε6δαιμ�ν�α is said to be possible either through total suspension
of judgment or through holding that negative belief. Bett is fully aware
of this problem and, in order to avoid ascribing to Sextus a serious con-
fusion, he claims that in AM XI the notion of �π��� has a weaker sense
than in PH:

29 Τ ν περ� π�ντων �π&��ντα (), 0 περ� π�ντων �π&�ων (), τ�ν περ� π�ντων
�π���ν (), �( περ� π�ντων �π&�ων τ�ν κατ$ δ,�αν ().
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The sceptic ofM XI suspends judgement in the sense that he neither issues
nor commits himself to any assertions claiming to specify the nature of
things. The denial that anything is by nature good or bad does not violate
suspension of judgement in this sense (to deny that X is by nature good
is not to assert that X is by nature other than good); nor do the assertions
of relativized claims about good and bad (because, given the Universality
Requirement, relativized claims are not claims about the nature of things).

(, xviii; cf. , –; , xxiii)

Thus, neither the negative arguments expounded in the third chapter of
AM XI nor the relativized assertions found at AM XI  and  are
incompatible with �π��� περ� π�ντων (Bett , –). Similarly,
principle Π does not violate this type of suspension because meta-level
claims “about necessary conditions for a thing’s being good are not
themselves statements to the effect that some particular object or set of
objects is by nature good, or by nature of any other character” (,
xviii n. ). Therefore, when at AM XI  Sextus says that the Skeptic
makes no determinations and suspends judgment, what he is saying is
that the Skeptic refrains from specifying the nature of things, which is
incompatible neither with the denial of the existence of anything good
or bad by nature nor with the affirmation that something is good or bad
in relation to particular circumstances (Bett , –).

Now, even if one granted that the notion of �π��� presents such a
difference in sense between AM XI and PH, Bett’s interpretation still
faces a serious difficulty, namely, that in the other four extant books
of Adversus Dogmaticos there are quite a few passages in which �π���
consists in refraining from affirming or denying the existence of the
object under investigation.30 Bett takes this difficulty into account and
offers two possible explanations (, xxx–xxxi). According to the first,
the sources used to compose AM VII–X are different from those used
to compose (part A of) AM XI, and one may suppose that the former
sources started to adapt the Aenesideman type of skepticism to the later
variety of Pyrrhonism, whereas the latter sources did not. Although this
possibility cannot be ruled out, Bett thinks it “attributes to Sextus a
depressingly low level of autonomy over, or comprehension of, what he
was doing in this work” (, xxx). And although something similar
happens with the two parts that make up AM XI, Bett argues that in this

30 E.g., AM VII ; VIII –, , , , , , ; IX , ; X , ,
.
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case the divergences are few. He therefore tentatively suggests a second
explanation according to which the difference between AM VII–X and
AM XI is to be accounted for by the fact that the situation the Skeptic
finds in the fields of logic and physics is distinct from the situation he
faces in the field of ethics:

the difference is due to the fact that, according to Sextus at this time
(perhaps according to his immediate source or sources as well), certain
questions about good and bad admit of far more definite answers than
any questions in the areas of logic and physics. In the case of good
and bad, therefore, the negative conclusions, stemming probably from
Aenesidemus, do not need to be modified; in the case of other parts of
philosophy, they do.

(, xxxi; cf. Bett ,  n. , and ,  n. )

Let me first note that nothing of what is said at AM XI  indicates
that the sense of the verb �π&�ειν is different from the sense that �π���
and �π&�ω have at PH I  and , respectively, or that the sense
of the verb ��ριστε/ν is different from the sense that the proposition
π�ντα �στ�ν �,ριστα has at PH I –. Now, in these passages from
PH, suspension of judgment and indeterminacy make reference to the
Skeptic’s attitude of refraining from making any positive or negative
assertion about non-evident things. It is also important to note that, in
order to refer to the actions of affirming and denying, at PH I  and 
Sextus employs the verbs τι�&ναι and α"ρειν, while at PH I  he utilizes
τι�&ναι and �ναιρε/ν. So on this point too the terminology employed is
the same as that found at AM XI , and nothing said in this passage
indicates that the verbs in question are used differently from theway they
are used in PH I.31 In sum, in both AM XI and PH I Sextus says that the
Skeptic suspends judgment and refrains from making determinations,
whichmeans to refrain from accepting or abolishing anything. Note that
this comparison between the two works is not illegitimate because, far
from presupposing that the perspective of AM XI is similar to that of
PH, it discovers a similarity between them. It is also worth remarking
that at AM VIII  the verbs �π&�ειν and ��ριστε/ν are used in the
typically Skeptical sense explained in PH. Sextus points out that, because

31 It is plain that in the passages of PH I in question Sextus uses the verbs �ναιρε/ν and
α"ρειν as synonyms. In AM VII–X he also utilizes the verb α"ρειν in contexts in which
he might have well employed �ναιρε/ν: see AM VII , VIII , , IX , , ,
X .
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of the equipollence of the arguments pro and contra the existence of the
sign, one must suspend judgment and make no determinations about
the question under investigation, i.e., one must neither say that the sign
exists nor that it does not exist, but say only that it is no more existent
than nonexistent. Now, bearing in mind the strong similarities between
certain passages of part A of AM XI and other passages from the Sextan
corpus, if in AM XI the statements about the nonexistence of anything
good or bad by nature are assertions to which the Skeptic assents, then
it is necessary to conclude that there are incompatible standpoints not
only between part A of AM XI and other Sextan texts, but also within
part A. The only way of avoiding this conclusion is to accept Bett’s
hypothesis that, in AM XI, the notions of suspension and indeterminacy
have a sui generis sense. But besides having no textual support, this
hypothesis has implications which are, as we will see in amoment, highly
problematic.

A final remark regarding AM XI  concerns Sextus’ claim that the
Skeptic neither affirms nor denies anything ε%κO!, which may mean ‘at
random’ or ‘casually’.32 In Bett’s view, this “leaves open the possibility that
some carefully considered affirmations and denials may be permitted”
(, ). If this is so, my interpretation of the passage in question
faces a problem.However, the adverb ε%κO!may alsomean ‘in vain’ (which
is the translation I chose), in which case one could interpret Sextus as
saying that any affirmation or denial the Skeptic could make would be
pointless because it would not be express a belief about how things are or
are not.

Another important point regarding the type of skepticism defended in
AM XI concerns the expressions μ� μcλλ�ν and �6 μcλλ�ν, which are
used at AM XI  and , respectively. Bett claims that in these two
passages those expressions do not convey ignorance about whether x is
F or G, but indicate that x is neither F nor G (Bett , , ). This
indeed seems to be the sense of “not more” at AM XI , a passage cited
in Section I. The situation, however, seems to be different in the case of
AM XI :

He who ranks wealth neither among the things by nature good nor among
the things by nature bad, but utters the expression “not more,” is neither
disturbed at its absence nor full of joy at its presence, but in either case
remains undisturbed.

32 This is how Spinelli () and Bett () translate the adverb.
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Nothing said here forces us to assume that the person in question
believes that wealth is by nature neither good nor bad, since the reason
he refrains from ranking it among the things which are by nature good
or bad may be that he suspends judgment about the nature of wealth. In
any case, the sense of μ� μcλλ�ν at AM XI  does seem incompatible
with the way in which Sextus employs these expressions in AM VIII–
X, where �6 μcλλ�ν (AM VIII , IX , X ) and μ� μcλλ�ν (AM
VIII , IX , , X ) convey the Skeptic’s agnostic outlook that
neither affirms nor denies the existence of x (sign, demonstration, gods,
cause, motion). In these passages, then, such phrases express the same
suspensive attitude as in PH (see PH I –; cf. PH I  and AM
I ).The problem, of course, arises because atAM XI  Sextus seems
to be speaking in propria persona. Now, this difference in the sense of
“not more” can be taken as nothing more than an inconsistency which
is the product of Sextus’ failure to integrate a piece of dogmatism into
his Pyrrhonian outlook. We do not need to go so far as to say that
the difference in question is the result of his perceiving a dissimilarity
between the areas of logic and physics, on the one hand, and the area of
ethics, on the other.

Bett’s account of the differences between the skepticism expounded in
AM VII–X and the skepticismwhich, in his view, Sextus adopts in part A
of AM XI poses a serious problem.33 For it requires us to accept that, in
the same work, Sextus used key terms and expressions in incompatible
senseswithout anywarning to the reader.This is particularly problematic
in the case of the term �π���. If this word does possess the two senses
Bett suggests, could Sextus have not perceived their incompatibility and
could he have not bothered to offer an explanation of the ambiguity of
the term? To avoid ascribing such an implausible oversight to Sextus,
one could hypothesize that, in the lost part of Adversus Dogmaticos, he
cautioned the reader that he would use that word in two different senses.
Besides invoking a text we do not possess (which is methodologically
improper), this hypothesis is highly problematic for another reason.
Given that the lost part of the work provided a general treatment of the
Pyrrhonian philosophy in which its defining traits were explained, such
a treatment must have been consistent both with the skeptical outlook
expounded in AM VII–X and with that expounded in AM XI. Now, we

33 The following considerations partially draw on Machuca (b).
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know fromAM XI  that, in the portion of theworkwhich is no longer
extant, there was a chapter on the τ&λ�ς of Skepticism in which it was
claimed that �ταρα��α is attained by suspending judgment about every-
thing. Acceptance of the supposition that Sextus distinguished between
two senses of the notion of �π��� would commit one to assuming that,
in that lost chapter, he indicated that �ταρα��α is reached in two dif-
ferent ways corresponding to two distinct forms of �π���: in the logi-
cal and physical parts of philosophy, �ταρα��α is attained by adopting
a kind of �π��� which, insofar as it is universal, is incompatible with
all types of assertions, whereas in the ethical part �ταρα��α is attained
by adopting a kind of �π��� which, although being universal, is com-
patible with both negative and relativized assertions. In addition, from
AM VII  one may reasonably infer that, in the lost portion of the
work, Sextus expounded the Ten Modes of Aenesidemus,34 which are
arguments designed to induce �π���. Once again, acceptance of the
aforementioned supposition would require one to assume that, in that
lost portion, Sextus made it clear that the mode which especially bears
on ethics (see PH I ) induces a kind of �π��� different from that
induced by the other ninemodes. In general, if �π���had signified things
so distinct from one another in Sextus’ own writings or in the differ-
ent phases of the Pyrrhonian tradition, one would have most proba-
bly found some mention, explanation, or warning of the ambiguity of
the term. For instance, Sextus would have said something in the pas-
sages of PH in which he explains the sense of �π��� (PH I , ).
This is all the more so if, as Bett claims, PH is later than AM VII–
XI.

Now, if one thinks it highly unlikely for Sextus to have differentiated, in
the lost part ofAdversus Dogmaticos, between two varieties of skepticism
in the way that has just been suggested, yet accepts Bett’s view that he
held there to be a difference between matters regarding ethics and mat-
ters regarding logic and physics, then one must—despite Bett’s efforts—
ascribe to Sextus an extremely low level of competence in composing the
work. For he would have been incapable of integrating the form of skep-
ticism defended in AM XI into his general account of Pyrrhonism in the
lost part of the work, and hence incapable of making clear to his read-
ers what his outlook was. I do think that AM XI contains elements of a

34 For the basis of this inference, see Machuca (b), n. .
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negative dogmatism which are in conflict with a thoroughgoing suspen-
sion of judgment and which may be deemed “relics” of an earlier form of
skepticism. But I also think that the skepticism of part A ismuch less uni-
form than Bett claims, and hence that its degree of incompatibility with
the official Pyrrhonian outlook is much lower than he claims. In partic-
ular, I believe there is no evidence whatsoever that, in Sextus’ surviving
writings, �π��� and other related key notions take on radically different
senses.

IV

In some passages ofAM XI Sextus does seem to reject ethical absolutism,
but does he anywhere embrace a form of ethical realism? The first thing
to note is that there is no reason why AM XI  and  must be read
as expounding a type of realism according to which things are to be
chosen (i.e., are good) or to be avoided (i.e., are bad) only in relation
to different persons, times, and circumstances. First, at AM XI –,
Sextus mentions circumstances as the factor in relation to which one
can say that x is preferred or dispreferred. As we saw, he is reporting
an argument by the Stoic Aristo of Chios against the claim that some
indifferent things are by nature preferred and others dispreferred. The
similarity in question might be taken as a reason for thinking that,
at AM XI  and , Sextus is arguing dialectically. For he may be
adapting an argument advanced by a Dogmatist to suit his purpose: the
same argument against the view that indifferent things are by nature
preferred or dispreferred can be used against the view that things are by
nature good or bad. Alternatively, if we think that at AM XI  Sextus
is speaking in propria persona, as he seems to be doing, then we may
interpret him as talking about the distinct ways things appear to be in
relation to different persons, times, and circumstances (cf. Spinelli ,
).This interpretation is confirmed by two texts belonging to part A in
Bett’s division: AM XI – and –. I will examine them in order,
taking carefully into account Bett’s sui generis interpretation of the first
passage.

At AM XI –, Sextus makes the following preliminary caveat:
[] It will perhaps be appropriate to elucidate this point in advance
(πρ�διαρ�ρ�σαι), namely, that the term ‘is’ means two things: one is
‘really is’ (:π�ρ�ει)—as, at the present moment, we say “It is day” in place
of “It really is day”—the other being ‘appears’ (�α�νεται)—as some of the
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mathematicians are often used to saying that the distance between two
stars is a cubit, saying this as equivalent to “it appears so but is not really so
at all” (for perhaps it is really one hundred stades, but it appears a cubit on
account of the height, that is, on account of the separation from the eye).
[] In consequence, given that the component ‘is’ is twofold [inmeaning],
whenever we say (@ταν λ&γωμεν) skeptically “Of existing things some are
good, some bad, and some between these,” we insert ‘is’ as indicative not
of reality (:π�ρ�εως) but of appearance (�α�νεσ�αι). For concerning the
existence in relation to nature (περ� τ!ς πρ ς τ!ν �7σιν :π�στ�σεως)
of things good and bad and neither we have quite enough dispute with
the Dogmatists; [] but we have the habit of calling each of them good
or bad or indifferent according to how they appear (κατ$ τ �αιν,μεν�ν
τ�7των).

Bett maintains that this text “does not say that, whenever Sextus uses
‘is’, he is to be understood as meaning ‘appears’. In fact, the opposite
is implied; Sextus says that ‘It is day’ means ‘It actually is day’ (),
and he says that this is something that ‘we say’, without any hint that
he, as a sceptic, might want to distance himself from this usage” (,
). Rather, ‘is’ means ‘appears’ only in the case of the proposition “Of
existing things, some are good, some bad, and some between these”
(, ).35 Bett also claims that especially AM XI – and –
 show that “Sextus thinks that it is quite possible sometimes to make
assertions (consistent with the sceptical outlook) in which ‘is’ does not
need to be understood in the restricted sense ‘appears’ ” (, –).
In his analyses of AM XI  and , he also affirms that the Skeptic’s
acceptance of relativized assertions is consistent with what we find at
AM XI – (, , ). The reason is that, in his view, the
verb :π�ρ�ειν does not necessarily refer to the nature of things, unlike
the expressions τα/ς �λη�ε�αις, Lντως, and τQ� Lντι, which are used at
AM XI – and  as synonyms of �7σει (, ). Bett explicitly
ascribes an ambiguity to the verb :π�ρ�ειν, since he thinks that, when
ε+ναι means :π�ρ�ειν in the propositions “It is day” and “Of existing

35 Bett also contends that, contrary to what is usually thought,PH I  does not allow
us to affirm that, when Sextus uses ‘is’ to describe his own perspective, he always takes
it in the sense of ‘appears’ (, ; cf. ,  n. ). For in that passage Sextus only
points out that ‘is’ has this sense �ντα9�α aσπερ κα� �ν Nλλ�ις. However, even if this is
the case as far as PH I  is concerned, PH I  makes it clear that in PH the verb ε+ναι
always means �α�νεσ�αι when used in texts that describe the Skeptical outlook. For at
PH I  Sextus indicates that everything that he will say in PH must be understood as a
report of the way things appear to him at the verymoment he is describing them. See also
Sextus’ explanation of how to interpret the Skeptical �ωνα� at PH I –.
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things, some are good, some bad, and some between these,” ε+ναι has
two clearly different senses. In the first proposition, it has the meaning
“ ‘is in the full sense, rather than in the restricted sense “appears” ’—with
no implication that the real nature of things is necessarily at issue” (,
).This proposition does not refer to the nature of things because Sextus
points out that it is uttered “at the present moment” (�π� τ�9 παρ,ντ�ς),
so that it is a relativized assertion. By contrast, in the second proposition,
ε+ναι refers to the nature of things. Whether a proposition that employs
ε+ναι in the sense of :π�ρ�ειν does or does not refer to the nature of
things “depends on the character of the claim in question, not just on
the use of esti in the sense huparchei” (, ). According to Bett’s
reading, therefore, Sextus thinks that, if the proposition “x :π�ρ�ει F”
is affirmed without restriction, :π�ρ�ει has the sense of ‘is invariably
or by nature’, whereas if it is restricted, :π�ρ�ει takes on the sense ‘is
in relation to certain variables’. Bett’s strategy is clear: if already at AM
XI  Sextus accepts in propria persona a non-phenomenological use
of ε+ναι, and hence certain affirmations about what is objectively the
case, then it is not strange that in other passages of AM XI he affirms
that things can be considered good or bad in relation to certain persons
and/or circumstances. In other words, at AM XI  Bett finds support
for his interpretation according to which in AM XI Sextus adopts a
non-absolutist or moderate type of ethical realism.36 However, there are
several strong reasons for rejecting his reading of AM XI –.

The first reason is that, by saying that the verb :π�ρ�ειν possesses
two distinct senses, Bett commits himself to the controversial claim
that Sextus is actually employing the verb ε+ναι, not with two, but with
three different senses, namely: (i) to be real in relation to the nature
of the object, (ii) to be real relatively to a given person or to specific
circumstances, and (iii) to appear. But if that is the case, why does Sextus
not say so? He is very clear about what he is doing. He first distinguishes
between two senses of the verb ε+ναι and then applies this very distinction
to the specific proposition “Of existing things, some are good, some bad,

36 It should be noted that Bett does not say that Sextus embraces a non-absolutist or
moderate type of ethical realism, but claims that Sextus’ position in AM XI could not be
considered a form of realism according to the latter’s perspective. This, of course, does
not mean that the position which, on Bett’s interpretation, Sextus endorses in AM XI is
not a form of realism from our perspective. In any case, I will try to show that Sextus
regards relativized assertions as claims about how things really are, and hence as claims
about which he cannot but suspend judgment.
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and some between these.” When this proposition is uttered by the Dog-
matist, ‘are’ means ‘really are’, but when it is uttered by the Skeptic, ‘are’
merely means ‘appear’. If one adopts Bett’s taxonomy, one should ask:
Why would Sextus explain sense (ii) of the verb :π�ρ�ειν—that is, the
sense it has in the proposition “It is day”—if, when he later says that the
Skeptic does not use ‘is’ as indicative of :π�ρ�ις, he has another sense
in mind, namely, sense (i)? There is the possibility that he may be con-
fused, but this seems far-fetched. Bett’s strategy here is the same as that
followedwith the notion of �π���: in both cases, he ascribes two different
senses to a key notion because otherwise the text would not (entirely) fit
his interpretation. However, this is a forced reading of a text where there
is no indication of such an ambiguity.

The second reason for rejecting Bett’s reading of AM XI – is that
nothing of what Sextus says in this passage indicates that he accepts
that judgments of the type “x is good/bad/indifferent for a person P in
circumstances C” may be true. Indeed, the passage does not introduce
any distinction between the claim of x being good (or bad or indifferent)
by nature or invariably and the claim of x so being in relation to a
given person or in relation to particular circumstances. On the contrary,
the passage only states that whenever the Pyrrhonist says, e.g., that an
action is good or bad, we must understand him as describing a value
appearance.37 And, as we saw, this is made as a preliminary caveat to
be borne in mind when reading what follows in the rest of the book.38
Pace Bett (,  n. ), I think that AM XI  makes it clear
that the Skeptic does not restrict his caveat to the dogmatic threefold
ethical division, but to any claim, uttered by him, about anything being
good, bad, or indifferent.39 Accordingly, even if we granted that the
verb ε+ναι is threefold in meaning, this would not support Bett’s view
that Sextus accepts that things may actually be good or bad in specific
circumstances. In sum, according to AM XI –, value statements are
of two types: those which describe that which appears to the speaker
and those which express what the speaker believes is really the case;
the Skeptic restricts himself to the first type of value statements, and

37 See Machuca (), –, –. Cf. Spinelli (), –, .
38 For the sense of the verb πρ�διαρ�ρ�σαι, see Spinelli (), .
39 Pace Spinelli (in personal communication), I do not think thatAM XI  licenses us

to affirm that, when Sextus later says (to all appearances in propria persona) that nothing
is by nature good or bad, ‘is’ is to be understood in the sense of ‘appears’.
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hence does not embrace any form of ethical realism. It could be objected
that, given that the distinction according to which things are good, bad,
or indifferent is dogmatic, Sextus’ warning that he will use ‘are’ in the
sense of ‘appear’ is intended, not to express that he is reporting his non-
epistemic appearances, but only to make it clear that he is not speaking
in propria persona (Brennan , –). I am not persuaded by this
reading because, first, if it were correct, Sextus would not have said that
the Skeptic calls things good, bad, or indifferent according to how they
appear to him, but rather that he calls them thatway because his dogmatic
rivals do so and he is arguing against them. Second, it seems to me that,
when speaking of a habit, Sextus means a linguistic usage the Skeptic has
acquired in both philosophical and everyday contexts, contexts within
which people usually say that some things are good, some bad, and some
neither. But, of course, when the Skeptic makes the same utterances, he
is merely reporting the way things appear to him.

The third reason for rejecting Bett’s reading is that it is by no means
evident that, in the quoted passage, Sextus accepts in propria persona that
the proposition “It is day,” when uttered at the presentmoment, expresses
what is objectively the case. For it is likely that, when explaining the two
senses of the verb ε+ναι and offering examples of each of them, he is
simply referring to ordinary and scientific usages of language with the
sole object ofmaking clear themanner in which the Skeptic employs that
verb.The fact that Sextus presents the proposition “It is day” as something
that “we say” can perfectly be explained by the fact that the Skeptic
adopts distinct linguistic usages depending on the context in which he
finds himself: e.g., in philosophy he follows the linguistic practice of
philosophers and in everyday life that which is more usual and local, for
the sole reason that this makes communication easier (see AM I –
).

As for the final reason, I just noted that Sextus lines up with the usage
of philosophers when he is in a philosophical context. In this regard, it
should be observed that the proposition “It is day” is a typical example
given to illustrate the dogmatic concept of what is evident (πρ,δηλ�ν),
so that it is not strange that Sextus chooses this as an example of the
first sense of the verb ε+ναι at AM XI . Indeed, at the beginning of
his discussion of signs in the second book of PH, Sextus points out that
the Dogmatists divide things into two groups: those which are evident
(πρ,δηλα) and those which are non-evident (Nδηλα) (PH II , cf.
PH I ). Evident things they define as “those which come to our
knowledge by themselves” (PH II ) or “those which are apprehended
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by themselves” (PH II ). Sextus mentions as an example the fact that it
is day (PH II ). The text gives the impression that the example is given
by the Dogmatists, but in any case it is telling that the proposition “It
is day” is used to illustrate the kind of thing which is considered to be
evident by the Dogmatists. Now, at the end of the chapter that examines
whether there is anything true by nature, Sextus says:

Given that the criterion of truth has appeared as subject to aporia (�π,-
ρ�υ), it is no longer possible to make assertions either about the things
that seem to be clear (τ�ν �ναργ�ν ε+ναι δ�κ�7ντων), as far as what the
Dogmatists say is concerned (@σ�ν �π� τ�/ς λεγ�μ&ν�ις :π τ�ν δ�γματι-
κ�ν), or about the non-evident things. For, since the Dogmatists suppose
that they apprehend the latter from the clear things, how, if we are forced to
suspend judgment about the so-called clear things, could we dare to make
affirmations about the non-evident things? (PH II )

Whereas the Dogmatist affirms that there are clear or evident things40
which are apprehended by themselves and which make it possible to
apprehend those which are non-evident, the Skeptic suspends judgment
about them. The reason for the Skeptic’s attitude is to be found in the
disagreements concerning both apparent andnon-evident things (seePH
I ).41 I therefore think that we have grounds enough for inferring that
the Skeptic does not believe or disbelieve that the proposition “It is day,”
which is an example of something evident, clear, or apparent, describes
what is actually the case in relation to the present moment.

Bett could argue that it is not legitimate to use passages from PH
to determine Sextus’ outlook in AM XI, precisely because the type of
skepticism expounded in this book differs from that found in PH. This
objection is not serious, since even if we grant it, there are some passages
from the other books of Adversus Dogmaticos that also make it clear
that Sextus does not assent to the proposition “It is day,” since he does
not believe that this proposition describes what is actually the case
at the present moment. First, when discussing the Stoics’ theory of

40 Although this passage speaks of τ$ �ναργ! and not of τ$ πρ,δηλα, Sextus uses
these expressions as well as τ$ �αιν,μενα, τ$ πρ�σπ�πτ�ντα, τ$ πρ��αν!, and τ$
συνεσκιασμ&να as synonyms (see PH I , AM VII –, VIII –, –).

41 This is not to say, of course, that the Skeptic rejects what is apparent altogether (see
PH I –), but only as it is conceived of by the Dogmatists, as the phrase @σ�ν �π� τ�/ς
λεγ�μ&ν�ις :π τ�ν δ�γματικ�ν makes clear. He acknowledges that things presently
appear a certain way to him and takes τ$ �αιν,μενα as a criterion of action (PH I –
), but refrains from taking it as an epistemic criterion, as Dogmatists do. See further
note  below.
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�αντασ�α in AM VII, he reports that they make a fourfold distinction:
some appearances are persuasive (πι�ανα�), some unpersuasive, some
both persuasive and unpersuasive, and some neither persuasive nor
unpersuasive. As examples of the first type, Sextus mentions the facts
that, “now (ν9ν), it is day and I am conversing and everything that has
a similar obviousness (περι�ανε�ας)” (AM VII ). Given that Sextus
is expounding a dogmatic theory, it is reasonable to assume that he
endorses neither the taxonomy nor the examples that illustrate each type
of �αντασ�α.

Second, when presenting the problems faced by the claim that all
appearances are true, Sextus points out:

We are not moved in the same way, at the present moment (�π� τ�9
παρ,ντ�ς), in relation to “It is day” and in relation to “It is night,” or in
relation to “Socrates lives” and “Socrates is dead,” nor do these things in
any way provide equal evidence (τ�ν "σην . . . �ν�ργειαν), but “It is now
day” and “Socrates is dead” seem to be credible (πιστ ν *�ικεν :π�ρ�ειν),
whereas “It is night” and “Socrates is alive” are not equally credible but
appear to be among the unreal things (τ�ν �νυπ�ρκτων �α�νεται).

(AM VII )

There is no reason to think that Sextus is speaking in propria persona
when talking about evidence and credibility, for he may just be putting
forward the argument that allows him to refute the specific dogmatic
claim under consideration. In the end, Sextus suspends judgment about
the truth of the claim “All appearances are true.” This is confirmed by
the fact that he elsewhere observes that there is an undecidable dispute
among those who affirm that all appearances or all perceptibles are true
or existent, those who affirm that all are false or nonexistent, and those
who affirm that some are true or existent and some false or nonexistent
(AM VII , VIII –, –). I therefore believe that Sextus
mentions the proposition “It is day” in the quoted passage because it is
a typical dogmatic example of something that is allegedly evident. In
addition, he is cautious enough to use the verbs *�ικεν and �α�νεται
as indications that he is not committed to any assertion about what is
objectively the case, not even in the present moment. This, of course,
is not to deny that, e.g., it appears to him that it is day at the present
moment, but this appearance is non-doxastic or non-epistemic.

Third, at the outset of his discussion of signs in AM VIII, Sextus
observes that “there is a certain highest twofold distinction among things,
according to which some are evident, others non-evident” (AM VIII
). The former are “those which manifest themselves immediately (τ$
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α6τ,�εν :π�π�πτ�ντα) to the senses and to the intellect” (AM VIII )
or “those which come to our knowledge by themselves, such as, at the
present moment (�π� τ�9 παρ,ντ�ς), the fact that it is day or that I
am conversing” (AM VIII ). Similarly, at AM VIII  Sextus says
that clear things are “those which are grasped involuntarily by means
of an appearance, that is, by means of an affection, such as now (ν9ν)
‘It is day’ and ‘This is a man’.” Thus, in Adversus Dogmaticos too the
proposition “It is day” is offered as an example of what the Dogmatists
call τ πρ,δηλ�ν or τ �ναργ&ς. I think that here as well Sextus probably
offers that example because it is used by the Dogmatists themselves in
their distinction between two kinds of things.

Now, just as in PH, inAdversus Dogmaticos Sextus suspends judgment
about what the Dogmatists deem to be evident or clear, as can be seen in
three passages. The first is found in the chapter in which he investigates
whether there is a sign. He observes that, given the distinction between
evident and non-evident things,

the discussion of the criterion, directed towards [showing] the aporia
regarding clear things (ε%ς τ�ν τ�ν �ναργ�ν �π�ρ�αν), has been ex-
pounded by us most methodically. For given that the criterion turned out
to be uncertain (�;ε;α��υ), it also becomes impossible to affirm about the
things that appear that they are in their nature such as they appear.

(AM VIII –)

The reason the uncertainty about the criterion makes the Skeptic refrain
from affirming that things are as they appear is that, according to the
Dogmatists, what is clear is known immediately by means of a criterion.
This is explained in our second passage:

Since it seems that clear things become known immediately by means of
a criterion, while non-evident things are traced by means of signs and
demonstrations through the transition from clear things, let us inquire
in order, first, into whether there is a criterion of the things that mani-
fest themselves immediately (τ�ν α6τ,�εν . . . πρ�σπιπτ,ντων) through
sense-perception or thought, and after that into whether there is a way
capable of signifying or demonstrating non-evident things. For I think
that, once these have been abolished, there will no longer be any inves-
tigation about the necessity to suspend judgment, since nothing true is
discovered either in apparent things (πρ��αν&σι) or in obscure things
(συνεσκιασμ&ν�ις). (AM VII –)

The third passage forms part of Sextus’ discussion of whether the senses,
the intellect, or both can be deemed to be the criterion ‘through which’.
He observes that, if the intellect gets in contact with external things
independently of the senses, then it has to
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grasp the underlying objects as clear, but nothing is clear, as we will
establish; therefore, it is not possible to perceive the truth in the underlying
objects. For what is clear is deemed by our rivals to be that which is
perceived by means of itself and does not need anything else to establish
it. But nothing is of a nature to be perceived by means of itself, but all
things are perceived by means of an affection, which is other than the
object that appears (�ανταστ�9) which produces it. ( . . . ) Therefore, since
what is perceived by means of another thing is, by everyone’s agreement,
non-evident, and all things are perceived by means of our affections, from
which they differ, all external things are non-evident and for this reason
unknown (Nγνωστα) to us. ( . . . ) But if, in order for us to know what is
true, there has to be something clear, but it has been shown that all things
are non-evident, it must be acknowledged that what is true is unknown.

(AM VII –, , )

Although particularly in this third text Sextus seems to espouse a neg-
ative dogmatic view according to which nothing is clear and known, at
AMVII – hemakes it plain that the Skeptic propounds arguments
against the criterion in order, not to demonstrate its nonexistence, but to
counterbalance the belief in its existence, thereby reaching %σ�σ�&νεια
(cf. AM VIII –, , –, –, IX –). Accord-
ingly, the Skeptic does not deny the existence of τ$ �ναργ! or τ$ πρ,-
δηλα, but rather suspends judgment about whether anything is known
by means of itself. Now, given that he cannot affirm that things are as
they appear to be, it is plain that he cannot affirm that the proposition “It
is day” or any other proposition describes what is objectively the case in
specific circumstances. Otherwise, he could indeed affirm that, in those
circumstances, things are just as they appear to be.

The several passages from AM VII–VIII which have been analyzed
make it clear that we should not assume that, at AM XI , Sextus takes
the use of ε+ναι in the sense of :π�ρ�ειν as acceptable for the Skeptic.
According to Bett, at AM XI  Sextus accepts the proposition “It is
day” because it is a relativized assertion, i.e., it is limited to the present
moment. However, at AM VII  and  as well as atAM VIII  and
, Sextus uses the same temporal restriction employed at AM XI ,
but the passages examinedmake it clear that he suspends judgment about
the truth of the proposition “It is day,” which is a typical example he gives
to illustrate what the Dogmatists themselves conceive of as πρ,δηλ�ν or
�ναργ&ς.42

42 Tad Brennan maintains that “the ‘evidence’ that the skeptic attacks is the self-
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AM XI – is the second passage from part A in Bett’s divi-
sion that might be taken as evidence that the Skeptic does not believe
that something can be objectively good or bad in relation to specific
circumstances. In this passage, Sextus answers two objections directed
against the Skeptic, namely: his outlook reduces him either to �νενερ-
γησ�α or to �π&μ�ασις. The reason why he would be inactive is that
“as the whole of life consists in choices and avoidances, he who neither
chooses nor avoids anything implicitly rejects life and stays still like a
vegetable” (). And the reason why he is inconsistent is that in case
a tyrant ordered him to do something unspeakable, either he would dis-
obey and accept death or, to avoid this, hewould obey the order (cf.DL IX
). In either case, he would choose one course of action and avoid the
other, which shows that he has apprehended that there is something to
be avoided and something to be chosen. Sextus points out that thosewho
raise these objections do not understand the way the Skeptic acts, since
he

does not live in accordance with philosophical reasoning—for he is inac-
tive as far as this is concerned—but he is capable of choosing some things
and avoiding others in accordancewith the non-philosophical observance.

()

Sextus then remarks that the Skeptic will choose one or the other course
of action following “the preconception (πρ,ληψει) in accordance with
his ancestral laws and customs” (; cf. AM IX , PH I –, DL IX
).43 Thus, the Pyrrhonist’s decisions are made according to the frame-

evident, foundational perceptions of certain broadly empiricist epistemological theories.
It is only because ‘enargeia’ was posited as a criterion that the Skeptic attacks it; and he
only attacks its use as a criterion” (,  n. ). I agree that the Skeptic targets what is
evident qua criterion, but, unlike Brennan, I think this means that he calls into question
any claim which purports to describe immediately what is the case or from which one
believes it is possible to infer what is the case. This is why, when leaving aside what is
evident as a criterion of truth, what remains is the way things non-doxastically or non-
epistemically appear to the Skeptic.This issue is, of course, related to the thorny question
of the scope of Pyrrhonian �π���, a question I cannot address here. For the original
debate on this topic between Barnes, Burnyeat, and Frede, see the five papers collected
in Burnyeat and Frede (). See also Glidden (), Stough (), Barney (),
Brunschwig (), Brennan (), Fine (), Bailey (), chs. –, , Barnes
(), Thorsrud (), ch. , and Perin (), ch. . This vexed issue is also tackled in
Filip Grgić’s contribution to the present volume.

43 For an analysis of the moral and political implications of Sextus’ example of the
Skeptic’s response to the tyrant, see Laursen (). For a general analysis ofAM XI –
, see Spinelli (), –, and (), –.
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work of laws and traditions in which he finds himself, not according
to “philosophical reasoning.” That is, in the specific situation described
here, his decision will not be made on the basis of a rationally justified
argument that determines, for example, what the morally correct course
of action is or what the real nature of death is, but on the basis of the
ideas about morality and death which prevail or are more common in his
community. Even though the Pyrrhonist does not believe that what the
laws and customs of his community say is true or false, he follows them
because in order to act one must follow some rules, and so far he has
not found any rationally justified reason which prevents him from guid-
ing his actions by the preconceptions he has in fact acquired by virtue of
those social norms.44 Hence, not even in the particular extreme situation
in question will the Skeptic claim that what he decides and does objec-
tively is good or bad for him, but will act according to the appearances
he has by virtue of certain factors.45 That τ$ �αιν,μενα are taken here as
the criterion of action is clear from Sextus’ saying at AM XI  that the
Skeptic will bear that difficult and unpleasant situation more easily than
the Dogmatist, simply because he does not have any additional opinion
(�6δεν πρ�σδ���3ει) about it (cf. AM XI –, ). I take this to
mean that he does not believe that one of the alternatives is objectively
bad not even in those specific circumstances, since otherwise he would
have the belief or opinion that the situation is intrinsically harsh and to
be avoided because in such particular circumstances he may choose the
wrong course of action. There is then no ethical realism here, but the
characteristically Pyrrhonian attitude of guiding action by theway things
appear. In addition, one could argue that, if Sextus accepted that, in par-
ticular circumstances, certain things are good or to be chosen whereas
others are bad or to be avoided, he could not respond adequately to the
charge that he is inconsistent. Indeed, the person who presses the charge
would argue that the Skeptic does accept that, in the particular situation
in which a tyrant orders him to do an unspeakable deed, he apprehends
that there is something to be chosen and something to be avoided. This
is therefore another reason why the passage under consideration should

44 In the present passage, the term πρ�λ�ψις refers to a non-theoretical or non-
epistemic notion or idea conventionally accepted by people. Cf. Spinelli (),  and
Bett (), .

45 It is worth noting that these factors may also include the education the Skeptic
received and his own personal experiences, which may run counter to the laws and
customs of his community.
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be understood in the sense that the Skeptic’s observance of the laws
and customs of his community is nothing but his following the various
ways things non-epistemically appear to him. Bett could perhaps claim
that one must construe the objection as saying that the Skeptic actually
apprehends that there is something “to be chosen and to be avoided
by nature,” so that the Skeptic’s response would be adequate even if his
observance of certain norms and customs implied the holding of beliefs
about what things are like relative to specific persons or circumstances.
However, as far as I can tell, there is no reason at all to read the text in
this restrictedway. In addition,myway of reading the text is in agreement
with what Sextus tells us elsewhere in the same work. At the beginning
of AM VII, he says that, in making his practical decisions, the Skeptic
follows his appearances:

[B]y necessity those who philosophize in aporetic fashion, in order not to
be completely inactive and ineffective in the actions of everyday life, had to
possess a criterion both of choice and of avoidance, namely what appears
(τ �αιν,μεν�ν). (AM VII )

Every decision on what to choose and what to avoid in daily life is made
according to that which appears to the Skeptic at the moment he is mak-
ing the decision. Hence, not even the decisions made in specific circum-
stances should be read as revealing that the Skeptic believes that cer-
tain things are objectively good or bad relative to him in those circum-
stances.

In sum, the passages from part A of AM XI that have been examined
in this section show that the perspective adopted therein is not, as Bett’s
interpretation entails, a moderate form of ethical realism. Rather, the
Skeptic of AM XI restricts himself to describing his non-doxastic value
appearances. In this respect, part A is not, therefore, in dissonance with
the Pyrrhonism expounded in both PH and AM VII–X.

V

It seems hard to deny that there is a strong tension between a number of
passages of AM XI and the ‘official’ Pyrrhonian perspective expounded
particularly in PH. At times, AM XI seems to ascribe to the Pyrrhonist
both (i) the opinion that nothing is invariably good or bad, and (ii)
the assertion that holding this opinion makes it possible to attain the
states of �ταρα��α and ε6δαιμ�ν�α.Whereas the negative arguments put
forward in AM XI that make use of principle Π could be taken as being
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merely dialectical—as happens in the case of the negative arguments
found in the ethical section of PH III—the dialectical reading does not
explain the texts which seem to straightforwardly ascribe (i) and (ii) to
the Pyrrhonist himself.

I think Bett is right in having insisted on the presence in AM XI
of elements which seem incompatible with what we regard as genuine
Pyrrhonism. However, as we saw, his interpretation faces two serious
problems.The first is that this book deviates from the official Pyrrhonian
stance to a much lesser degree than he claims. For there is a conflict, not
only between what Bett calls parts A and B, but especially within the for-
mer part, which therefore does not expound a form of skepticism which
is homogeneous and coherent.The reason is that in part A we detect two
tensions. First, the Skeptic is said, on the one hand, to suspend judgment
about everything and to restrict his discourse to the realm of his appear-
ances, but on the other he seems to deny the existence of anything by
nature good or bad. The claim that in AM VII–XI the notion of �π���
has two different senses creates, as we saw, a problem that is more seri-
ous than the one it intends to solve. Second, sometimes the Skeptic is
said to attain the states of undisturbedness and happiness through uni-
versal suspension of judgment, but sometimes the attainment of these
states is said to be possible only through the denial of ethical absolutism.
Thus, some passages from part A expound a skepticism which is in per-
fect agreement with the Pyrrhonism defended in most of Sextus’ extant
corpus. One can interpret the tensions detected in part A of AM XI
as a sign that also in this book (and not only in AM VII–X, as Bett
claims) Sextus is trying to integrate, without complete success, an ear-
lier version of skepticism into the later variety which he himself adopts.
It seems difficult, and even impossible, to completely iron out those ten-
sions.

The second problem faced by Bett’s interpretation is that, in part
A, Sextus makes it entirely clear that the Skeptic refrains from affirm-
ing (or denying) that things are objectively good or bad in relation
to specific persons or circumstances. In other words, Sextus does not
endorse (nor reject) a type of ethical realism similar to what we call
situational ethics. Rather, he merely describes the various ways things
appear to him by virtue of certain factors such as the laws and customs
of his community, the manner in which he was raised, and the edu-
cation he received. On this point, there does not seem to be any ten-
sion within AM XI or between this book and the rest of the Sextan cor-
pus.
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In conclusion, whereas at times in AM XI Sextus seems to deny
ethical absolutism, he clearly does not espouse amoderate formof ethical
realism.46
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